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lntroduction
The hypothesis that language can influence
thought - generally known as the Whorfian
hypothesis - has inspired strong opinions
in both directions. Early enthusiasm in the
r95os and r96os was followed by decades
of disregard or worse. Now the wheel has
turned again, and the question of whether
and how language might influence cognition
is openly tested and debated. [See Gentner
and Goldin-Meadow, zoo3 and Gumperz
and Levinson, 1996 for discussions of the
forces behind this evolution.) However,
work on language and thought remains
extremely contentious, and many of the
claims reviewed here are under challenge.
In some important ways, the field of cognitive development has been relatively open
to the idea that languageinfluences thought.
Within adult cognitive psychology, the lnnguage and thought hypothesis is associated
primarily with Benjamin Lee Whorf and his
mento4, Edward Sapir (e.g., Whor{ 1956),

"We dissect nature along lines laid down by
our native language," fWhor{ ry56, p. n7).
But in developmental theory the figure
most associatedwith the view that language
influences thought is Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky $962). Unlike Piaget, for
whom conceptual development proceeded
via interactions with experiencg with language serving only as a means of communication, Vygotsky saw language and culture
as critical to the development of thought.
One could say that Piaget viewed the child
as a tiny scientist, whereas Vygotsky viewed
the child as a cultural apprentice.
Vygotsky's view on the effects of language differed from that of Whorf and
Sapir. Rather than focusing on the effect$'
of speaking one language versus another,
Vygotsky theorized about the effects of language as such. He proposed that the internalization of language provides children
with the means to direct their own thought:
to achieve focused attention and will, and a
means of introspecting about one's own cog-
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language's grammar and lexicon could influence cognition in speakersof that language:

as providing scaffolding for new concepts;
he suggested that hearing a new term or a
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new assertion, even when the child has poor
initial understanding, might both invite and
guide the chlld to future learning.
Advances in cognitive psychology, linguistics, and linguistic anthropology have
led to progress on some classic questions.
For example, a perennial question in the
development of language and thought is
which comes first - the concept or the linguistic term. Scholarslike Bowerman (r98r;
r9B9J have long raised challenges to the
standing Zeitgeist that concepts come first,
with language merely naming them. But
until recently there was no way to address
this directly. With the recent explosion of
techniques for studying infant cognition, it
is becoming possible to address the question of whether and how prelinguistic cognition differs from postlinguistic cognition.
As another example, comparative studies of apes and young humans are another
new source of insight. But this recent progress has also made it clear that the question of whether language influences thought
needs to be decomposed into more specific
questions.
A set of fine-grained questions has
emerged concerning when and how language effects might occur [Gentner and
Goldin-Meadow,
2oo3; Gumperz
and
Levinson, 1996; Wolff and Holmes, zou).
Taking linguistic determinism - the hypothesis that the language we speak determines
how we perceive the world - as the starting point, one way to delimit the hypothesis
is to specify whm we should expect to see
effects of language on cognition. This was
the move that Slobin (1996;zoo3) made in
his influential thinking for speahing hypothesis, which holds that language influences
thought only when language is actively
used. The initial statement was couched in
terms of "when actually speaking," but later
researchhas broadened the scope to include
comprehending
language and perhaps
even using language internally (though this
move makes the thinking-for-speaking view
harder to distinguish from linguistic determinismJ. Another way to delimit the ef[ects
of language is to assume that language augments, but does not replacg other ways of

construing the world. This is the route taken
by the Languageas tool bit view - that acquiring a language provides new representational
resources- including new relational schemas
as well as new categories - that augment
our capacity for encoding and reasoning
[Gentne4 2oo], 2oro; Gentner and Christie,
zoro; Loewenstein and Gentneq, 2oo5; see
Frank et al., zoo9,for a similar view). These
linguistically inspired representations may
become habitual, so that they are readily
accessible even without the internal use of
language fHunt and Agnoli, r99t; Levinson,
et al., zooz;Lucy, rg94) . In this view, lan guage
provides tools that facilitate forming and
using particular representations - representations that may be intellectually potent but does not replace all other encoding
formats. Another distinction that needs to
be made is that between effects of language
on thought, and effects of language on language [Gleitman and Papafragou,zoo5).For
example, the difference between the naming patterns of English versusJapanesechildren for substances and objects, as in Imai
and Gentner's IISSZ) work, does not entitle
the conclusion that Japanese and English
speakersthink about objects and substances
differently, though it does set the stage for
further investigation [e.g., Imai and Mazuka,
zoo1).
The distinctions among these views make
it clear that the language and thought issue
is far subtler than the extreme version of the
Whorfian hypothesis: that language acts to
determine our perception of the world - as
a kind of permanent lens on the mind's eye.
From this perspective, the developmental
course oflanguage effects is ofcentral interest. In this paper we review evidence that
language acts during cognitive development
to promote certain kinds of conceptual structures. In terms of the toolkit hypothesis, the
question we ask is when and how language
facilitates the acquisition of cognitive tools.
Our discussion is organized around three
domains of active research: space, number,
and theory of mind. There are other arenas

includingtemporal
that couldbe discussed,
zoor),nounlearnrelations
[e.g.,Boroditsky,
ing and object individuation (e.g., Lupyan
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et al., zooT; Xu, zooz), and object categorizatron [e.g., Markman, 1989;Waxman, zooz;
Waxman and Markow, t995), but given the
limitations of space we prefer to go deeply
into a few areas.

r Space
The domain of space is an obvious place
to investigate the question of whether language affects cognition, for several reasons.
First, spatial information is universally available to humans regardless of where they
live. Indeed, we are all constrained by the
same universal laws of physics: An apple
placed in a bowl always rests on the bottom of the bowl rather than floating in mid
air within the bowl. Second, it is comparatively easyto construct nonlinguistic situations and events to which people can react
regardless of their language fHere spatial
concepts contrast with, say, counterfactual
reasoning or concepts of justice.) Third,
spatial knowledge is of fundamental importance in human reasoning, both directly in
activities like navigation and manipulation,
and tlrrough spatial analogies and metaphors, which occur commonly in human
language and thought. Finally, a prerequisite for finding language-driven variability
in concepts is variability in the language,
and here space is an ideal domain. Recent
research has revealed an astonishing variety
of ways in which languageshave categorized
spatial configurations [e.g.,Bohnemeyer and
Brown, zooT;Bowerman, 1989,1996;Brown,
1994;Levinson and Brown, 1994;Casad and
Langackel, 1985;Talmy, ry75, ry85). For all
these reasons,space has become an especially active arena of investigation for
language and thought. The relational information that constitutes a given spatial configuration can be partitioned differently
by different minds and different languages
[Gentner, rg8z). For example, one can think
of an apple in a bowl as being supported by
the bottom of the bowl, or as being contained inside the bowl, or as in loose contact
with the bowl. A11 of these possibilities are
reflected acrosshuman languages.
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tr Ftamcs of rcfercnre
Spatial relational terms provide framing
structures for the encoding of events and
experience. Across a range of languages,
Levinson and his colleagueshave identified
three spatial frames of reference that speakers use to describe the location of an object
(Levinson, 1996;Levinson et al., zooz). The
relative (or egocentric)frame describes locations relative to the speakeq,as in "the chair
is left of the table." The intrinsic (or obiectcentered) frame describes locations relative
to a landmark object, as in "the chair is in
front of the fireplace." Finally the absolute
(or geocentic) frame describes locations relative to a global frame, as in "the chair is in
the northwest corner." The term allocentric
refers to both object-centered and geocentric frames, in contrast to egocentric frames.
Languagesmay use more than one of these
frames, but in many casesone frame is dominant. In particulal, when discussing closerange locations, the egocentric frame is
dominant in English, Dutch, and German,
while the geocentric frame predominates
in many other languages, including Tzeltal
(MexicoJ, Arrernte fAustralia), and Haillom
(Namibia) [see Majid et al., zoo4for a comprehensive review).
The question here is whether the habitual use of a particular linguistic frame of
reference has any more general effect on
spatial cognition. Researchby Levinson and
colleagues (Levinson, tgg6, zoo3; Levinson
and Brown, ry94; Levinson et a7., zooz;
Pederson,rg95J suggeststhat the answer is
yes; they find that people are influenced by
their language's dominant frame of reference even when carrying out a nonlinguistic spatial task, such as copying a scene br
tracing a path through a maze fMajid et al.,
zoo4;butsee Li and Gleitman, zoozfor a dissenting view).
How do such effects arise in cognitive
development? Do we begin life with natural proclivities or instead as "blank slates"on
which language, culture, and other experiences impose spatial framesTThis question
is diffrcult to answer for a topic like frame
of reference,becausevery young infants are
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Figure 33.r. Experimental setup for an example trial in Haun et al.,
zoo6. Ten identical cups were placed on trvo tables [five cups on
each tableJ. The participant watched while a target was hldden
under the cup depicted as white (HIDINGJ. Then participants
moved to the other table and indicated where they thought a
second target might be hidden IFINDINGJ.

limited in their response capabilities, while
older infants and toddlers may already be
influenced by culture and language. The
Piagetian tradition holds that there is an initial egocentric bias and a shift from egocentric to allocentric over development [Piaget
and Inhelder, ry67; Pick, 1993), although
there is also some evidence for flexibility in
infants fAcredolg r97B;Bremner, r97B).
Haun et a1., [zoo6) addressed this in a
set of studies that combines cross-linguistic
developmental comparisons with crossspecies comparisons between humans and
our close relatives, the great apes. For the
cross-linguistic comparison, Haun et al.
compared Dutch speakers,whose language
[like EnglishJ primarily uses an egocentric
frame of reference, with speakers of Haillom
[a Khoisan language spoken in Namibia),
which primarily uses a geocentric frame.
Haun et al. used two-dimensional arrays
of five objects, which allowed them to distinguish the three frames of reference [see
Figure 33.r).
Participants faced an array of five identica1cups on Table r and watched as an object
was hidden in one of the cups. They then

movedaroundto Tablez, where
identical array of cups,but from,
site direction. Their task was to

hidden object. So far this task,:
prior frame of referencetasls;
salutary innovation in this
whereas prior research had

speakers'preference for usingt'
or another, this research utilized
task, allowing the researcher$
participants' facility in learni
frame over another. Partici
ten consecutive trials in whictl'
answer required use of the
then fwithout any break) ten
geocentric frame, then ten using;it
centered frame. This techniqrle.:
whether people find it easierto
tial task when it is set in the
ence dominant in their language;

paralleledprior findings of I
in adults: Dutch-speaking
to-ten-year-olds were more
egocentric condition than in

adults
while Haillom-sPeaking
were most accuratein the geoc
tion. The striking difference
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is just what would be Predicted
dominant frame of reference of
ive languages. [Of coursg these

could havestemmedfrom other
.ior environmental differences;but
et al. [zoo4) for arguments against
et al. then went on to Probe the
of frame of reference and to

Their studiesbuilt on
it develops.
research of Ca1l and Tomasello
;Tomasello and Call, 1997) com-

man patterns with those of our
:i.usinsamong the great apes.They
, apes [three orangutans, two
ree bonobos, and five chimpanfour-to-five-year-old German-

,childrena simplified searchtask.'
saw an obiect hidden under
line of three identical cups on

l,.Asin the prior study, they then
round to Table z, where they
r identical array from the oppoand looked for the hidden
before, participants had to disrule that determined the correct
ron Table z. There were two coni,ggocentric,where the hiding and
maintained the same position
iio the participants' view point [left
; and allacentric, where the hiding

f!1rgcupsmaintainedthe samepositiVe to an external frame. (In this
task, we can distinguish between
and allocentric responding, but
the two kinds of allocentric
because the geocentric (e.g., the
) and object-centered [e.g., the
to the experimenter) frames

the sameresponse.)The results
great apesperformed best in
condition, consistent with
showing that many species use
spatial information to navigate
[, rggo). But what is more surthat German-speaking children
German(and alsoEnglish)use basically
systemof spatialreference,with the egoatiirlreferenceframe asdominant.
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showed the same allocentric pattern; their
performance resembled that of our simian
cousins rather than that of older German
speakers.As Haun et al. note, this suggests
a deep continuity between humans and the
great apes in their native cognitive biases
with respect to reference frame.
This finding of an allocentric preference in four-year-olds dovetails with evidence that infants can adopt allocentric as
well as egocentric frames (Acredolo, 1978;
Bremner, r 978).At the same time, this crossspecies allocentric bias in young humans
and great apes renders the later cross-linguistic divergence all the more striking. By
eight years of age,children whose language
favors an egocentric frame have diverged
from their native pattern and now find the
egocentric frame easier to use, while those
whose language is geocentric show a correspondingly geocentric bias. Important, this
entrainment by language is not absolute.
For example, older Dutch children and
adults performed above chance in the geocentric condition, and as Li and Gleitman
[zooz) note, speakers of a given language
are also influenced by contextual factors
fsee also Gleitman and Papafragou, zoo5).
Nonetheless, the fact that each group performed better on the frame favored by their
language is evidence for effects of habitual
language on the way we most readily conceptualize space.
tz The setnantics of containment and
support
Within

cognitive development, Bowerman
[r98o; r9B9) was among the first to challenge
the idea that concepts come first in human
development and are simply mapped onto
language.Noting the variability between languagesin how spatial relations are lexicalized
(e.g., Bowerman, r98r; 1996;Bowerman and
Choi, zoo3; Bowerman and Levinson, 2oou
Levinson et al., zooz), Bowerman argued
against the common assumption that certain words are acquired eadier than others
because they correspond to preexisting conceptual categories. Instead, she suggested
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that concept learning might be guided by
language from the start.'
One striking example of such semantic
diversity is the contrast between Korean and
English spatial terms first documented by
Choi and Bowerman (r99r). In English, spatial attachment is divided into semantic categories of containment and support (in and
on). ln contrast, Korean speakers organize
spatial attachments accor&ng to how the
two objects fit with one anothe4 contrasting tight fit with loose fit. In English, putting
a videocassette in Lts case or an apple in a
bowl are both categorized as containment.
However, Korean uses two different verbs: a
videocassette/caseevent is described by the
verb bbita [roughly, to join things tightly),
and the apple/bowl event is described by
the verb nehta (to join things looselyJ. In
the other direction, the English distinction
between containment and support is not
lexicalized in Korean: for example, the same
verb (kbita) is used for putting the top on a
pen and for putting an earplug into an ear
[Choi and Bowerman, r99r).
If children form particular spatial concepts that are then mapped onto language,
then we would expect an advantage for
whichever,languagebest matches children's
natural concepts. But in fact, Choi and
Bowerman found that English and Korean
children acquired their very different spatial
systems at about the same rate. In both languages/the first relational terms appeared at
about fourteen to sixteen months. In English
these early relational words were down, out,
on, off, andopen,with come,faII,walk,run, sit,
and ridc by seventeen to eighteen months.
In Korean the early terms were bhlta {fit),
pp ayta (unfit), y eba [op en), and tatt a [closeJ,
with kata (go), ancta (sit), pwuthita Quxtapose two surfaces), hka(b)ta [peel off), etc.,
by seventeen to eighteen months. There are
some commonalities: Young children like to
talk about opening and closing and about
z

Bowerman's recent research has also explored the
other direction: that some categories are more natural than others and that trhesecategodes will both
be more frequent in the world's languagesand more
readily learned by children (the typological preuaIencehypothesis) (Gentner and Bowerman, zoog).

moving around. But although both groups
talk about spatial relations, they pick out
very different parts of the spatial wodd to
lexicalize, and this selection is guided by
their language.
Further work has explored the early
effects of language: that is, at what point
do infants begin to form different semantic
categories corresponding to their linguistic terms? Choi et
ftqqq) found that as
"1.
eady as eighteen months, infants are sensitive to language-specific spatial categories.
In this study, upon hearing the spatial term
in, English-speaking children selectively
attended to scenes depicting containment
(matching scene) as opposed to nonmatching scenes. Similarly, Korean-speaking children attend to scenes depicting tight-fit
relations upon hearing hklta. During control trials, where the children did not hear
the target word (in for English or hhita for
Korean), there was no preference for either
the matching or nonmatching scenes, suggesting the absence of nonlinguistic biases.
Choi et al. used a variety of different spatial scenes - e.g., for the containment relation (in), scenes included putting a peg in a
hole, Lego blocks in a box, books in box covers, and rings in a big basket. The fact that
eighteen-month-olds could correctly map
their respective linguistic spatial terms to
this variety of scenessuggeststhat they have
a generalized understanding ofthe containment relation entailed by the spatial term.
Another line of support for the role of
spatial language in shaping spatial semantic
categories is a study by Casasola(zoo5), in
which eighteen-month-old English-speaking
infants formed an abstract category of support only when they heard the word on dur'
ing habituation triais. Infants in this study
were all habituated to four support events,
two depicting tight support and two depicting loose support. Infants then viewed four
test events in sequence: two depicting support relation [familiar) and two depicting
containment [a new relation). Infants who
had heard the spatial word on during habituation looked longer at the novel relation
(containment) with both familrrar and novel
objects, indicating that they had formed an
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abstract representation of the support relation. In contrast, infants who had heard general phrases, novel words, or no words at
all during habituation failed to notice the
change in relations even for familiar objects;
they attended to a change in objects, but not
to a change in relations.
These studies suggest that language
is instrumental in prompting infants to
form stable spatial relaiional categories.
Consistent with this claim, it appears that
in the absence of linguistic guidance, young
infants are ready to form a variety ofspatial
categories.McDonough, Choi, and Mandler
(zoo3Jfamili arized nine-to-fourteen-monthold English- or Korean-learning infants with
either pairs of tight containment events or
pairs of loose containment events,accompanied only by music. Although the tight-loose
distinction is far more central in Korean
than in English, both groups of infants were
able to extract the category during familiarization Both groups could distinguish
the familiar category from the new category when shown novel test pairs [with new
objects) consisting of a tight containment
event and a loose containment event.3
Hespos and Spelke [zoo4) studied even
younger infants and found that five-monthold English-speaking infants can readily
form either the English support/containment distinction or the Korean tight fiV
loose fit distinction. The infants were habituated either with a single tight containment
event or with a loose containment event: for
examplg a cylinder entering another container that fit either tightly or loosely. They
were then tested with both tight containment and loose containment events (shown
sequentially). Infants habituated to tight
containment looked longer at the loose containment event and vice versa, indicating
that they had abstracted the respective category. More surprisingly, this pattern held up
even when infants had to transfer the tighV
loose distinction from support to containment. That is, when infants were habituated
with either tight or loose support events, and
I

A11 ages showed a familiarity
ranguages.

preference in both
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then shown the tight containtnent and loose
containment test events, they looked longer
at the novel test event. This suggests that
five-month-old infants can form the Korean
tight-loose distinction, even when it cuts
acrossthe English in/on disttnction.
Lining up the developmental studies discussed so fa4 we have a rather perplexing
contrast. Five-month-olds showed sensitivity
to the tight-loose distinction unmarked in
their native language in Hespos and Spelke's
[zood study. But in Casasola's [zoo5) study,
which also used a habituation paradigm,
eighteen-month-olds failed to show sensitivity to the support category which is marked
in their language, unless they heard the
requisite spatial term. We suggest that this
difference may rely on the degree of generalization that the infants needed to make
(seealso Casasola,zoo8J.In Casasola'sstudy,
the habituation events were quite varied and
the objects involved were perceptually rich
and differed across trials; in the Hespos and
Spelke study, the habituation trials utilized
highly similar events, both in the motions
involved and in the objects (which were
varied only slightly). Likewisg the test trials
were perceptually quite dissimilar from the
habituation trials in Casasola's study (espe'
cially in the novel object trials) and perceptually similar to the habituation trials in
Hespos and Spelke's study.
One might then ask "So which study is
right? 'vVhen exactly do infants have the
category of support?" We suggest that this
is the wrong question. Rather, the better
question is "When [and under what learning
conditions) can infants form a category of
support at a given level of abstraction?" If
we consider that performance in these stud"
ies derives in part from abstractions formed
during the study (rather than solely from
preexisting categories), then both kinds
of study are informative. We can see the'se
studies as spanning a range. At one pole are
studies in which the intended relation is perfectly aligned acrossexemplars with few distracting surface differences (as exemplified
in Hespos and Spelke's studies) - an ideal
situation in which to form a generalization,
albeit one that may not apply far beyond the
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initial stimuli. At the other pole are studies
with complex learning conditions, in which
the relation is instantiated over different
kinds of objects (as in the Casasola studies). That infants form the abstraction under
oeifect conditions tells us that this potential
is there prior to language; and indeed the
Hespos and Spelke results show that infants
are multipotential learners at this eady stage'
But the variable learning experience given
to the infants in the Casasola studies more
closely matches reallife learning conditions,
in which children encounter a given spatial
relation instantiated over a wide variety of
specific situations.+ From this perspective,
tlis range of studies from ideal abstraction
conditions to perceptually variable conditions can be seen as putting bounds on the
conditions under which infants will form
the category.
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t3 Rel"ational langaage and rclational
reptesent^tion
Gentner and colleagues have theorized
that spatial relational language - and relational language in general - can foster the
learning and retention of relational patterns [Centn er,zoo3,zoro;Loewenstein and
Gentner, zoo5), thus acting as a "cognitive
toolkit." During initial learning, hearing
a relational term used for two situations
invites children to compare them and
derive their common abstraction (symbolic
juxtapositionJ. Once learned, a relational
term can help to stabilize the abstraction.
Gentner fzoro) terme d this reification (see
also Lupyan, zoo8 for discussions of this
idea). The term can then be used to invite
a particular construal of a given situation one that may be advantageous for certain
o

*

The McDonough et al. study also belongs on the
"rich and varied" end of the continuum, with the
added important feature that they showed infants
pairs of events (for example, two tight containment
events) during Familiarization. Their finding that
.,r"n tti.t"-rno.tth-old infants given pairs of events
can abstract common relations from rich, complex
stimuli is consistent with evidence that comparing
two exemplars fosters the abstraction of commonalities, particularly common relations (Gentner and
Namy, 1999; Oakes and Riba1, zoo5).

purposes. One particularly powerful kind
of relational construal is a systematic tepresentation:one in which the lower-order
relations are interconnected by a higherorder constraining relation. For example,
the set of terms top, middle, bottom form
a systematic structure governed by the
higher-order relation of monotonicity in
the vertical dimension. This kind of connected relational system can be used to
support inference and, as discussed later
in this chapter, analogical mapping and
transfer.
Recent evidence for the benefit of spatial relational language - and especially of
systematic relational language - was offered
by Loewenstein and Gentner (zoo5) in a
spatial mapping study. Preschool children
saw two identical three-tiered boxes; they
watched an item being hidden in one box
and then searched for a similar item in the
corresponding location at the second box
(see Figure g.z). Chlldren's performance
was better when they first heard the box
described using spatial relational terms
such as on, in, under Fwther, when the
task was made more difficult by introducing a competing object match (a cross-map'
ping, Gentner and Toupin, 1986), children
performed far better with the terms top,
middle, bottom (which convey a connected
system of relations) than with the terms
on, in, under, which lack a unifying higherorder structure. We infer that heating top'
middle, bottom invited a representation ot
the monotonic relational structure of the
two boxes, and that this higher-order structure helped the children to achieve a relational mapping.
Further evidence of the influence of spatial relational language on spatial cognition comes from a study by Dessalegn and
Landau (zoo8). In this study, four-year-olds
were tested with a well-known problem in
vision: color and location conjunction (e.g.,
a split square, with red on the left and green
on the rightJ. Children were presented with
red (left)-green
a target example [".g.,
"
the

frightJ square);their task was to find

exact match after a one second delay among
three choices: the correct match [red-green
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Neutral

RelationalMatch Only

Cross-Map

Relational
Matchwith
objectMatch
Competing
Figure 33.2.Experimental setup for the two
versionsof the Loewensteinand Gentner [zoo5J
spatialmappingtask. Children watched the
experimenterplacethe "winner" card in the left
box and searchedfor it in the risht box.
square), the reflection (green-red square),
or the distractor (red-green diagonal split
square). Performance was best when children heard relational language (e.g.,"the red
is on the left"J. Crucial, the advantage of
hearing spatial language was not found for
potentially salient nonlinguistic attentional
cues (flashing, pointing, or changes in size
of the red part], suggesting that relational
language affected the spatial representation
rather than simply increasing attention to
the task.t

I

However, interestingiy, other asymmetric terms
such asprettier also aided performance - possibly via
metaphor mapping to the actual spatial situation.
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t.4 Habitual construals: Beyond thinking
for speahing
The studies reviewed so far suggest that
spatial language can influence children's
performance on spatial tasks.Some of these
effectscouldbe explained bythe thinking for
speaking account. For example, Dessalegn
and Landau's [zoo8) findings could be
accounted for by purely online, temporary
effects of language. However, there are also
findings that point to longer term effects
of language on the development of spatial
representations. For example, the effects of
language in the Loewenstein and Gentner
[zoo5J spatial mapping task were durable,
not fleeting. When children were brought
back to the lab two days later to "play the
same game," those who had heard systematic language (top, middle, bottom) outperformed those who had not, even though
the spatial relational terms were never
used during the second session.These children were also able to transfer the mapping
task to new, rather different-looking boxes.
These findings suggest that the relational
terms induced a corresponding representation which delineated the internal structure of the boxes. Finally, in a recent study
in Istanbul, Gentner et al. [zoo8) compared
five-year-old children who possessnormal
languagewith a group of deaf children who
had not been taught a sign language, and
whose self-developed homesign gestural
system fGoldin-Meadow, zoo3) was deficient in spatial terms. Neither group was
given any spatial language during the task.
Nonetheless,the hearing children (who had
good command of Turkish spatial terms)
performed significantly better on the task
'
:
than did the deaf children.
There is also evidence from adult studies that language can become internalizgd
and come to influence our default conceptual construals, for instance the frame of reference studies discussed earlier. Studies of
support relation provide another example:
In contrast to infants, adults show a strong
preference for the categories enshrined in
their native language. McDonough et al.
[zoo3J gave adults an oddity task in which
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they had to say which of four events was
different from the others. English-speaking
adults could do this readily (seventy-eight
percent correct) when given three tight
containment events and one loose support
event; but when given three tight containment events and one loose containment
event [so that t]re choice had to be based
on the tight-loose distinction), only thirtyeight percent chose successfully.In contrast,
Koreans ffor whom the tight-loose distinction is part of habitual languageJ readily chose the odd item in this latter task
[eighty-percent correct). Likewise, Hespos
and Spelke [zoo4) found tlat in making similarity judgments, English-speaking adults
were sensitive only to the Enghsh containment-support distinction, and not to the
Korean tight-loose distinction.
This development from equipotentiality
in infants to linguistically biased similarity
in adults suggests that we possess an early
abillty to form a large number of potential
&stinctions. Habitual usage of language renders certain spatial categories more dominant. This does not mean that adults cannot
learn a new spatial category under favorable learning conditions (e.g', Borodiaky,
Schmidt, and Phillips, 2oo3; Goldstone,
r99B); but it does mean that such learning
maybe difficult in ordinary life.Which relations become easyto notice appears strongly
influenced by the language we speak'

z Number
Mathematicalstructureseemsso compelling that it must be an inevitable aspect
of human cognition. Dehaene (tggl, p.
r1z) quotes French mathematician Chades
Heimite: "I believe that the numbers and
functions of analysis are not the arbitrary
product of our spirits; I believe that they
exist outside of us with the same character
of necessity as the objects of objective reality. .." Yet there is evidence that even simple
numerical insight is not inevitable and that
language plays a role in its development.We
begin by describing two possible precursors
of number concept, and then discuss how

their interactions with language may give
rise to number knowledge.
TWo preverbal capacities that have been
implicated in accounts of number development are the analog magnitude system and a
system for keeping track of small numbers of
items. The analog magnitude system is a system shared broadly with other species that
allows approximate judgments of quantity.
It is what allows us [or a hamster) to choose
a larger pile of grain over a smaller pilg or
to notice that the amount of liquid in a container has decreased.This skill operates over
even very large quantities, but its accuracy
is limited by Weber's Law: the discriminability between two amounts is a function
of their ratio. Thus, inaccuracies occur for
magnitudes that are very close. The analog
magnitude system is often modeled with
the accumulator model [Meck and Church,
19B5J.
The other relevant nonverbal capacity is
the ability to keep track of a small number
of items. This ability can be thought of as a
part of our general capacity for representing
mental models of the world; some accounts
(e.g., Carey, zoo4; Spelkg zooo) have also
[n[ed it with Pylyshyn's (zoor) notion of a
preattentive object file system' In contrast
io the analog magnitude system, the object
file system operates over discrete representations and is capacity limited to roughly
three or four objects.
We will consider two main classesof theories that assign a major role to language in
number development. One theory centers on
language as a link between modules,'while a
,e.ind b.oad classoftheories focuseson the
count system and other number terms as a
means of promoting numeric insight.
zt Langu^age as knhbetueen

madubs

Spelke fzooo; zoo3) and her colleaguestheorize that language serves as a combinatorial
system that linls the two preverbal numeric
modules discussed above - the object file
and the analog magnitude system. Since neither of these two preverbal modules deals
with exaalarge numbers, the combinatorial
power of language is needed for the ability
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to represent exact large numbers. One line
of support for this theory comes from a
study with adult Russian-English bilinguals
fSpelke and Tsivkin, zoot), which showed
effects of language in the performance of
exact arithmetic calculations. Bilingual participants were trained in one language on
two kinds of problems: exact calculation
problems and approximation problems.
Participants were later tested in similar
problems in the other language.Spelke and
Tsivkin reasonedthat iflanguage is necessary
for representing exact large numbers, then
performance in exact calculation problems
should deteriorate. However, approximate
calculation skill should not be affected. This
is indeed what they found: Bilinguals were
able to transfer the new approximation skills
acrosslanguages,but not the exact calculation skills.
z,z Numbet Innguage as cognitive toolbit
'While the view that language acts as a link
between modules recruits both the object
file and the accumulator system, another
view of how language learning supports
number development relies primarily on the
object file capacity (Carey, zoo4;Mix, zooz).
These accounts recognize that knowledge
ofthe count routine does not by itself confer an understanding of numbers, but hold
that learning the linguistic count sequence
is crucial in the development of numbers.
The binding of the numbers words to cardinal sets occurs slowly. A child may understand that one refers to an individual, but
still regard two, three, and so on as referring
to undefined larger sets. Counting seems to
begin as a social routine, akin to a chant,
and only later to become linked to cardinal
numbers (Fuson, rgBB;Wynn, r99o). A striking demonstration of this lag is the fact that
even when a young child has just correctly
counted a set of objects ["one, twg three,
four"), she typically cannot respond "four"
to the question "So how many are there?"
This suggests an intriguing possibility:
that the linguistic count routine serves as
an analogy that invites children to organize numerical quantities into an ordinal
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sequence. This possibility ls most clearly
articulated by Carey (zoo4; zoog) in her
bootstrapping account fsee also Gentne4
zoroJ. According to this account, children
first learn the counting routine as a kind
of gamg with no understanding of how it
connects to cardinal numbers. Gradually,
the child learns to attach number words to
very small set sizes. The learning is at first
piecemeal - even after binding two to sets of
cardinality twg weeks or months may ensue
before the child realizesthatthree refers to a
set with three items (Carey, zoo4;Mix, zooz;
Mix, Sandhofe4 and Baroody, zoo5). But
once a child reaches an understanding of
roughly three,or sometimes/our,the pattern
changes.The child rapidly binds succeeding
numbers to their cardinalities, and shows
understanding of the successor principle,
that every (naturalJ number has a natural
successor.This insight - "If number word X
refers to a set with cardinal value n, the next
number word in the list refers to a set with
cardinal value n + r" fCarey, zoo4) - occurs
via an analogy between counting one further
in the verbal count sequence and increasing
by one in the set size.
But the analogy between the countingone
further in the count sequence and adding one
in quantity is very abstract. As Mix [zooz;
Mix et al., zoo5) documents, children's early
insights into how numbers connect to set
size are often concrete and context-specific.
For example, in Mix's [zoozJ diary study,
at twenty months Spencer spontaneously
brought from another room exactly two
treats for the family's two dogs, and repeated
this feat with perfect accuracy several times
over the next few weeks. But he failed when
asked to go get "train treats" for his two
toy trains, suggesting that his command of
"twoness" was highly context-bound.
Mix and colleagues have noted several
kinds of early nonverbal experience that
contribute to the gradual acquisition of
numerical insight, including several kinds
of routines that promote one-to-one correspondence (such as distributing candies
among several peopleJ. They also suggest
an important role for language in the development of cardinality: namely, that hearing
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tvvo sets labeled with the same count word
could prompt a comparison process that
leads the child to notice their common
number [Mix et al., zoo5).This line is consistent with the idea that common language
invites comparison (Gentne4 zoo3; Gentner
and Namy, 1999; Loewenstein and Gentneq
zoo5) which in turn can support categortzation [Gelman and Markman, r987;Waxman
and Klibanoff zooo).
In opposition to the above proposals,
Gelman and Gallistel argue that language
has little if any role in the development of
number. In their account, the analog magnitude system is the cognitive foundation of
number knowledge [Dehaene, 1997;Gallistel
and Gelman, Lggz).Gallistel, Gelman, and
Cordes [zoo5) argue further that the analog
magnitude system, whose output is continuous rather than discrete, represents the
real numbers. As how to language may play
a role in number development, Gallistel and
Gelman posit that "[A] system for arithmetic reasoning witJr real numbers evolved
before language evolved. When language
evolved, it picked out from the real numbers
only the integers..."[Gallistel et al., zoo5,p.
247).This position reverses the usual supposition of developmentalists and historians
that understanding of the natural numbers
appears first, followed by the integers, the
rationals,and the reals.
2.7 Research on la.nguages that lark full
count systen$
One line of support for the hypothesis
that count terms are causally related to
the development of number knowledge
comes from studies of the Pirahd (Everett,
zoo5; Gordon, zoo4), an Amazonian tribal
group that useswhat has been described as
a "one-two-many" system of counting [hdi,
hoi, baagi lor aibail). (See also Pica et al',
zoot for similar results for the MundurukuJ.
Gordon administered several numerical
tasks using objects familiar to the Pirahl,
over numbers between one and ten. For
example, the experimenter would place, say,
five batteries on the table, and ask the particioant to "make it the same" with another

set of batteries. In another task, some nuts
were put in a can, and then nuts were drawn
out of the can one by one by the experimenter. After each withdrawal, participants
were asked whether the can still contained
nuts or was empty. The results were striking. The Pirahd participants performed
with good accuracy for up to three items,
but performance became merely approximate after three items. Nevertheless, performance beyond three was not random; it was
consistent with the Weber fraction found
in results of people performing magnitude
estimation tasks. The Pirahd have the same
ability to estimate numerosity as do English
or French speakers;what they lack is a verbal counting system.
Striklng as it is, this finding has been replicated by a later study of the Pirah6 (Frank
et a1.,zoo8). Frank et al. conducted the same
tasks as in Gordon's study and again found
only approximate performance for numbers
beyond three in tasls like the nuts-in-thecan task [though this time the Piraha performed better on the simpler versions of the
one-to-one matching task than they had in
Gordon's study). An additional linguistic
task administered by Frank et al. suggests
that the count system of the Pirahd is even
less precise than the previously suggested
one-two-many system. In a numeral elicitation task, speakers were shown a series
of either increasing ffrom one to ten) or
decreasing (from ten to one) objects, and
asked at each stage "how much/many arc
there?" While in the increasing elicitation
condition the word h6i was used only for
one item, in the decreasing condition the
same word was used for quantities as large
as six. It appears that the Pirahd terms are
not true n-umbers, but are relative to the
size of the set - something more like "a few,
more than a few, lots."
2.4 Effects of language onlater
deu elopment of math ematic s
If number words are indeed crucial in the
development of the number concept,-then
we milht see different developmenlal pat'
terns in number acquisition depending on

q
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the characteristics of number words in a
given language. Miller and Stigler (1987)
suggest that one important difference is
the regularity of the number system. They
noted that Chinese is more systematic than
English in an important respect: Whereas
both languages have unique words for one
through ten, Chinese is far more regular
in its two-digit numbers than is Engfish. In
Chinese, eleven is "ten one," twelve is "ten
twg" and so on throughout tJre teens, and
the system continues in this regular fashion
with "twenty-one," "t\,venty-twq" and so on.
Contrast this system with English, in which
eleuen and twebe are opaque and although
thirteen through nineteen are partly transparent (ifthe child recognizes"teen" as"ten"), in
addition, the order oftens and units reverses
after twenty - we say twenty-one,twenty-two,
and so on. Miller and Stigler hypothesized
that a regular system like Chinese would be
easier to learn and use fsee also Fuson and
Kwon, r99z). Consistent with this prediction, they found that Chinese preschoolers
(aged four and fiveJ were significantly better than their English-speaking peers in a
counting task in which they had to count as
hlgh as they could (Miller et a1.,r995J.Both
American children [ninety-four percent)
and Chinese children (ninety-two percent)
could count to ten, but while seventy-four
percent of Chinese children could count to
twenty, only forty-eight percent ofAmerican
children could do so.
What about the effects of linguistic variability within a language - does the amount
and quality of mathematical language influence children's learning of that domain? To
find out, Klibanoff et al. [zoo6) recorded
the kind of mathematical language used by
preschool or daycare teachers and related
it to measures of the growth of children's
conventional mathematical knowledge over
the school year. They included language for
ordinality [e.g., "Point to the one that has
more") and cardinality [e.g.,"Point to fou4"
given cards with varying numbers of itemsJ,
as well as names for geometric shapes,the
term "half," and so on. The results showed
dramatic differences in how much mathrelated talk teachers provided, and further,
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that the amount of teachers' math-related
talk was significantly related to the growth
of preschoolers' conventional mathematical
knowledge over the school year and unrelated to their math knowledse at the start of
the school year.

3 Theory of mind
Theoryofmindrefersto the abilityto reason
about mental states - beliefs, desires, intentions, and emotions. In large part, mental
states are expressed via language, and hearing conversations about desires and intentions is one way of learning about others'
mental states. But some researchers have
taken the link between language and theory
of mind further and have proposed that language plays a fundamental role in the development of theory of mind. Theories that
invoke language differ as to which aspects
of language - whether pragmatics
dircourse structure, lexical semantics,"nd
or syntactic structure - are most fundamental for
developing a theory of mind.
A key question in the development of
theory of mind is how and when children
become aware that other people's minds
may not contain the same behefs as their
own mind. Performance on false belief tasks
is one standard way of assessingwhether
children have this understanding. One
classic false belief task, first introduced by
Wimmer and Perner (rg8lJ, is the unseen
displacement scenario. For example, threeto nine-year-old children are presented
with a story in which Maxi puts his chocolate in the kitchen cupboard. While Maxi
is away, his mother moves the chocolate to
the drawer. Children are then asked where
Maxi will look for his chocolate when he
returns - in the cupboard or in the drawer.
None of the three-year-olds correctly said
that Maxi would look in tJre cupboard,
whereas a majority of four-year-olds gave
the correct answer.
Another type of false belief task is the

"smarties"study [Gopnik and Astington,

r9B8; Perneq,Leekham, and Wimmet, tg87),
which can be used to assess children's
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insight into their own minds. In this task,
the child is shown a smarties box (smarties
being a type of candy), and asked what is in
the box. The child readily answers "candy"
and is then allowed to look inside, whereupon she discovers to her surprise that the
box actually contains crayons. When the
experimenter asls what the child originally
thought was in the box, five-year-olds correctly say "candy," but most three-year-olds
insist that they initially expected the candy
box to contain crayons; some even claim to
have said so out loud.
Many results from theory of mind studies
suggestthat the ability to represent people-'s
epistemic states does not become firmlyestablished until around four to six years of
age.6By this age,many cognitive and linguistic skills are already quite advanced. Many
theorists emphasize the importance of these
skills without assigning language a special
role [e.g., Gopnik andWellman, r99z; Perner
t99t). Others have argued that it is theory-of
mind that precedes language,rather than the
reverse. In one version of this position, theory of mind stems from an innately developing module [Baron-Cohen, 1999),which may
support children's understanding of mental
langrrage but does not require language for
its development. A weaker position is that
some degree of interpersonal insight - notably a sense of when joint attention is called
for - is critical for language development
[Baldwin, r99r;Tomaselo, 1998).
However, a sizable body of research has
argued for a role of language in the development of theory of mind. For examplg
Milligan, Astington, and Dack [zoo7) found
in a metaanalysis of ro4 false belief studies
for children under age seven that language
ability is a significant predictor of false belief
understanding even when age is controlled.
Overall, three major views have been proposed for how language may contribute to
the development of theory of mind: the discourse pragmatic, the lexical semantic, and
6

However, some studies have found evidence of
an ability to represent at least some mental states
of others as ea.ly as fifteen months [Onishi and
Baillargeon, zoo5). How tiese early sensitivities
relate to later patterns remain to be worked out.

the complementation syntax view. Although
these three views are not mutually exclusivg they make different bets as to which
aspect of language play a role in the development of theory of mind'
7t Discourse Ptagmntk
In the discourse pragmatic account, conversational pragmatics is critical in developing
an understanding of other minds [Harris,
r999J. Children first become aware of their
own mental states, and through simulation
or role taking processes,they use this awareness to infer the mental states of others'
Back-and-forth discourse allows children
to realize that they sometimes know what
others do not, and vice versa. One line of
support for this view comes from a correlational study that showed that deaf children
who had more opportunities to participate
in rich discourse interactions with others
also performed better in false belief tasks
another
[Peterson and Siegal, zooo). Instudy, Dunn et al. [r99r) observed naturalistic conversations between two-year-olds
and their mothers. Seven months later, the
children were queried on the understanding
of other minds. They found that children's
engagement in family conversation about
f".1it g states was positively correlated withthe ability to give.correct explanations of
false belief behaviors.
7.2 Lexical sem.antics
In the lexical semantics view, the acquisition
of mental state terms such as think., bnow,
andbelieue plays a crucial role in the development of ihe understanding of false beliefs
1995;
[Astington, 1996;Bartsch andWellman,
Children
r98z).
Bretherton and Beeghly,
begin to use mental state terms at about age
two, especially perceptual and emotional
terms [see,hear;happy, sad, angry). Starting
at age ihree, children also begin to produce
.ognitiu. terms such as think, and hnow,but
it is not until the early school years that children show clear discrimination among terms
such as think, know, and gtess [Bartsch and
Wellman, 1995; Bretherton and Beeghly,

.:!s
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r98z). The lexical hypothesis is that children
acquire these mental state terms in conversation; parents use them to refer to the
mental states that the child is experiencing,
allowing the child to attach the terms to her
own mental states. The child also notices
that these terms can apply to other people, inviting the child to attribute the corresponding mental states to others as well as
to herself [Astington, 1996).
To test whether mothers' language influences the development of theory of mind,
RufFrnan, Slade, and Crowe fzooz) conducted a longitudinal study in which they
asked mothers to describe pictures to eightytwo children at three time points spanning a
one-year period. They found that mothers'
use of mental state utterances at eady time
points was correlated with children's later
theory of mind understanding. The result
held true even when a number of potential intervening factors were accounted for,
such as children's age, their language ability, their own use of mental state languagg
their earlier theory of mind understanding,
and also mothers' education and other kinds
of mothers' utterances. Ruffrnan et al. concluded that mothers' mental state utterancesplay a causalrole in the development
of theory of mind.
73 Compbmentation

srytqx

Another prominentview is that acquiring the
syntax of sentential complements is a critical factor in the development of false belief
understanding (de Villiers and de Villierq
zooo). In a sentential complement construction, a sentencetakes a fuIl clause asits obiect
complement: for example,"M"ry thinks ihat
John is at home." This construction makes it
relatively transparent to see that the truth
value of the sentence as a whole can differ
from that of the embedded proposition: that
is, the fact that Mary thtnhs that John is at
home does not necessarily mean that John
is at home. De Villiers and de Villiers note
that communication constructions such as"x
says that p" provide overt evidence for this
disassociation when p is known to be untrue.
In this way, communication verbs can serve
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to bootstrap children's understanding of the
use of think: children learn to deal with false
complements via say, and by analogy come
to understand that think. too can take a false
complement.
One line of evidence for this hypothesis comes from a longitudinal study with
preschool children that found that performance on false belief tasks was predicted by
performance in interpreting sentences containing mental and communication verbs
with complements [de Vlliers and Pyers,
zoozJ.To gauge mastery of sentential complements, children were given scenarios like
the following: "She said she found a monster
under her chair, but it was really the neighbor's dog" and then were asked "What did
she say?"Children's responseswere counted
correct as long as they said "a monster." The
children also carried out false belief tasla
such as the unseen displacement task and
the unexpected content task described
earlier. A positive correlation was found
between mastery of sentential complements
and successin false belieftasks.
Further evidence was found among oral
deaf children who are delayed in language
learning (de Villiers and de Villiers, zoo3). To
control for any effects of language required
by the falsebelief tasls themselves,nonverbal
false belief tasls were used. In one task, the
experimenter hid a sticker in one of the four
identical boxes while a screen obscured the
hiding from the child. On the test trial, two
"helping" adults - one wearing a blindfold
and one who could see the hiding event each pointed to a box after the screen was
raised, and the child had to choose whose
advice to follow. In the other task, children
were shown a sequence of pictures depicting an unexpected content event and had to
complete the sequence with either a surprise
face fcorrect) or a neutral face. The performance of these children on false belief tasks
was predicted by their performance in the
complement comprehension task.
Most recently, Pyers and Senghas (zoo9)
took advantage of a naturally occurring
change in the linguistic affordances of
an emerging language - Nicaraguan Sign
Language [NSL) - to test whether language

i):
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promotes false belief understanding over and
above social experience. NSL first appeared
in the rgTos among deaf children entering
special education schools [Senghas, Kita,
and Ozyiirek, zoo4).When the roughly fifty
original children [who typically had developed their own idiosyncratic homesign gesture systems; Goldin-Meadow, zoo3) were
brought together, they developed an eady
form of NSL as a common language.This
was further enriched by the second cohort
of children in the mid-rg8os. Senghas and
colleagues report that even today, the second cohort exhibits a more developed form
of the language than the older first cohort
(senghas and Coppola, zoor;Senghaset a1.,
zood. In particulal, the second cohort's language includes more mental state verbs than
the first cohort's version - setting the stage
for a test of whether possession of mental
state verbs supports reasoning about others'
mental states. Important, aside from their
language differences, the two cohorts have
similar histories of schooling and social
interaction.
Pyers and Senghasused a low verbal false
belief task to test speakers from the two
cohorts of Nicaraguan signers: Participants
were given a sequence of pictures depicting unseen displacement events [following
a false belief plotJ, and then had to choose
which oftwo final pictures correctly depicted
the final event. The results showed a strong
effect oflanguage: The second cohort (average age r7.5 years) by far outperformed the
first cohort [average age 26.8 years). Out of
four test trials, the second cohort solved on
average 3.5 trials, as contrasted with .5 trials
for the first cohort. Interesting, when tested
tvvo years later, some of the first cohort who
had gainedmental state verbs also performed
better in the false belief task. Overall, these
resulG support the idea that language provides cognitive tools that support theory of
mind, even well into adulthood.

4 Summary
'vVhile the issues are far from resolved,
the evidence reviewed here suggests that

language may influence the development
of conceptions of space, mind, and number.
Language can foster cognitive development
through various routes. The language we
speak provides us with tools for dissecting
space into finer categories, and for connecting those concepts into systems that permit
combinatorial inferences. Language can also
invite a systematic representation [as in the
Chinese numerals, or in the fluent numerical abilities of English speakers as compared
to the Pirahi speakers).These representations can support real-world tasls such as
navigation and calculation. They also support abstract thinking, such as using spatial relations to reason about time, to plot
kinship relations, or to comprehend graphs
and other figures that use spatial patterns to
depict nonspatial phenomena.
An interesting further question is: What
time course of this linguistic influthe
is
ence? The available research suggests that
language effects are not immediate. It is
not enough to simply learn a set of terms
(even supposing that their full meanings
are understood - a dubious assumption in
early development). We suspect that some
degree of entrenchment must occur before
the new representation is sufficiently robust
to have cognitive effects. For example, in
the Loewenstein and Gentner [zoo5J spatial
mapping task, hearing spatial terms such
as top, middle, bottom improved the performance of youngeq but not oldel, children.
Apparently, the younger children knew the
terms well enough to benefit from hearing
them, but not well enough to accessthem
spontaneously. The performance of the
older children is consistent with the possibility that the spatial system conveyed by
the terms was suffrciently entrenched to
come to mind with or without the terms.
In some cases linguistic patterns may
give rise to a habitual mode of construal'
But in general, the evidence suggests that
the influence of language is far from absolute. Human representation is rich and varied, and no one system of encoding is able to
govern all of human representation. There
i, alro reason to believe that there is influence in the reverse direction, from cognition
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guage.Some systemsof categoriesare
natural - easierto learn and use - than
For example,Gentner and Bowerman
bqj have suggested that the typologiprevalence of a given semantic system
osslangrr"g.t may afford an estimate of
ilbognltiu" naturalness and concomitant

iof learning.
are many open questions. For
ap1e,in which semantic arenas do we
.the largest effects of language - are
larger effects of language in relatively
arenas, such as mathematics and
e, than in more concrete domains such

Does languagefor emotions and
fu61or?
thought processesinfluence the way in
we construe our own minds? Does
fng a technical language influence adult
oition in ways similar to the develop-

iial patternsdiscussedhere?Addressing
questions will give us a deeper underof how language affects the develof thought.
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